Name

Date

Vocabulary
elder
quilt
celebrate
engaged
respect

adjust
privilege
ceremony
apron
right

wedding huppa
culture
babushka
bride
feast

tablecloth
nightdress
custom
husband
tradition

Matching
Match each definition with a word.
1.

A woman's headscarf folded into a triangle and tied under the chine; worn by
Russian peasant women.

2.

cloth supported on poles that a couple stands under when being married

3.

A covering spread over a dining table.

4.

a large, special meal when something important is happening

5.

Beliefs and customs of a group of people.

6.

A married man

7.

a. a formal event or series of events for a special reason
b. a formal event to honor someone or something

8.

A special opportunity earned by responsible behavior

9.

To get use to; become accustomed to.

10.

a. An inherited pattern of thought or action.
b. a way of doing something based on how it was done in the past

11.

piece of clothing that protects other clothes

12.

A woman who is about to be or has recently been married.

13.

A day or holiday when people do something enjoyable.

14.

something that is allowed by law

15.

a. an older and often wiser person; a leader in their community
b. harm against older people in our society

16.

a. a bed cover; made by piecing material together
b. A warm bedding made of two layers of cloth filled with stuffing and stitched
together.

17.

loose garment worn in bed

18.

feel or show high opinion of something

Name

Date

19.

promised in marriage.

20.

a. A specific practice of long standing.
b. a way of doing something

Multiple Choice
Select the definition that most nearly defines the given word.
21.

husband
A. An inherited pattern of thought or action.
B. A married man
C. A day or holiday when people do something enjoyable.
D. A warm bedding made of two layers of cloth filled with stuffing and stitched together.

22.

tradition
A. A covering spread over a dining table.
B. An inherited pattern of thought or action.
C. feel or show high opinion of something
D. To get use to; become accustomed to.

23.

right
A. promised in marriage.
B. an older and often wiser person; a leader in their community
C. something that is allowed by law
D. loose garment worn in bed

24.

elder
A. Beliefs and customs of a group of people.
B. a large, special meal when something important is happening
C. cloth supported on poles that a couple stands under when being married
D. an older and often wiser person; a leader in their community

25.

feast
A. a formal event or series of events for a special reason
B. a way of doing something
C. A woman who is about to be or has recently been married.
D. a large, special meal when something important is happening

26.

ceremony
A. A special opportunity earned by responsible behavior
B. piece of clothing that protects other clothes
C. A woman's headscarf folded into a triangle and tied under the chine; worn by
Russian peasant women.
D. a formal event or series of events for a special reason

27.

babushka
A. something that is allowed by law
B. A special opportunity earned by responsible behavior
C. promised in marriage.
D. A woman's headscarf folded into a triangle and tied under the chine; worn by
Russian peasant women.

Name

Date

28.

engaged
A. A woman who is about to be or has recently been married.
B. a way of doing something
C. a bed cover; made by piecing material together
D. promised in marriage.

29.

adjust
A. a way of doing something based on how it was done in the past
B. To get use to; become accustomed to.
C. A married man
D. cloth supported on poles that a couple stands under when being married

30.

tablecloth
A. piece of clothing that protects other clothes
B. Beliefs and customs of a group of people.
C. A covering spread over a dining table.
D. A day or holiday when people do something enjoyable.

31.

apron
A. a large, special meal when something important is happening
B. harm against older people in our society
C. piece of clothing that protects other clothes
D. A covering spread over a dining table.

32.

respect
A. a formal event or series of events for a special reason
B. feel or show high opinion of something
C. loose garment worn in bed
D. A woman's headscarf folded into a triangle and tied under the chine; worn by
Russian peasant women.

33.

quilt
A. To get use to; become accustomed to.
B. A covering spread over a dining table.
C. a bed cover; made by piecing material together
D. feel or show high opinion of something

34.

nightdress
A. loose garment worn in bed
B. A woman's headscarf folded into a triangle and tied under the chine; worn by
Russian peasant women.
C. a way of doing something based on how it was done in the past
D. promised in marriage.

35.

custom
A. A specific practice of long standing.
B. something that is allowed by law
C. A married man
D. feel or show high opinion of something

36.

privilege
A. A special opportunity earned by responsible behavior
B. cloth supported on poles that a couple stands under when being married
C. a large, special meal when something important is happening
D. a formal event or series of events for a special reason

Name

Date

37.

celebrate
A. To get use to; become accustomed to.
B. A day or holiday when people do something enjoyable.
C. Beliefs and customs of a group of people.
D. A special opportunity earned by responsible behavior

38.

culture
A. piece of clothing that protects other clothes
B. loose garment worn in bed
C. A specific practice of long standing.
D. Beliefs and customs of a group of people.

39.

wedding huppa
A. a formal event to honor someone or something
B. A woman who is about to be or has recently been married.
C. harm against older people in our society
D. cloth supported on poles that a couple stands under when being married

40.

bride
A. A specific practice of long standing.
B. promised in marriage.
C. A special opportunity earned by responsible behavior
D. A woman who is about to be or has recently been married.

Complete the Sentence
Write the word that best completes each of the following sentences.
41.

Jordan wore a suit and tie to the awards ____.

42.

Computers are fundamental to modern ____.

43.

The ____ looked very pretty in her white dress.

44.

I hope Tom will ____ easily to his new classroom.

45.

I will cherish my relationship with my ____ forever.

46.

Mrs. Gutzman wore an ____ to protect her good dress while cooking.

47.

It is our ____ to eat turky and pumpkin pie on Thanksgiving Day.

48.

The Sixth Amendment guarantees the ____ to a speedy trial, an impartial jury and
the right to counsel in all cases.

49.

Don't worry about the spill; the ____ is washable.

50.

The border of the quilt was made of Anna's ____.

51.

We must respect those who are ____.

52.

Students can earn the ____ of taking field trips to town for good behavior.

53.

Her flannel ____ kept her warm.

Name

Date

54.

The ____ on my bed kept me warm.

55.

We had a multicultural ____ at our school.

56.

You should address the teacher with ____.

57.

They were ____ to be married.

58.

We ____ the civil rights movement on Martin Luther King, Jr. Day.

Answer Key
1. babushka
2. wedding huppa
3. tablecloth
4. feast
5. culture
6. husband
7. ceremony
8. privilege
9. adjust
10. tradition
11. apron
12. bride
13. celebrate
14. right
15. elder
16. quilt
17. nightdress
18. respect
19. engaged
20. custom

21. B
22. B
23. C
24. D
25. D
26. D
27. D
28. D
29. B
30. C
31. C
32. B
33. C
34. A
35. A
36. A
37. B
38. D
39. D
40. D

41. ceremony
42. culture
43. bride
44. adjust
45. husband
46. apron
47. tradition
48. right
49. tablecloth
50. babushka
51. elder
52. privilege
53. nightdress
54. quilt
55. feast
56. respect
57. engaged
58. celebrate

